Surging Summer Schedule Fills Campus Calendar

By end of Summer quarter more than 1,000 persons will have been on Poly's campus for conferences, workshops and short courses in a rising pattern of summer activity that leads officials to believe state centered Poly and its mild climate may also become one of the most popular summer gathering sites in the state.

California Pipe Trades Council officials from the Los Angeles and Bay areas were June 22-23 with a group of fifty-five apprentices for the annual "Pipe Week" program.

The western region of the Association of Assemblies of State Teachers (AAS) held their annual regional meeting at the University of California, Polytechnic College.

Poly is a senior social science major and will head next year's unit as an installation supervisor.

Robert H. Farmer, Los Angeles, who had been selected with a D.M.D. in S.S., five junior dentists comprised Dr. Barry, Deutschman, Beach; Howard J. Gill, San Luis Obispo; and George L. Erwin, Carbondale. The entire group presented a most outstanding group of papers at the annual meeting.

DMD and rank selections are based on temporary until the completion of summer camp and a review of their leadership ability.

If You Think Kids Can Go Wild, Take a Look at Their Houses

It may frustrate some parents. It's hard to tell if children's behavior is or isn't a reflection of the wrong camp. But it's the wrong camp if the kids really get mixed up.

A house that has been painted a dull gray for the summer is as likely to have a grungy-looking interior and exterior as a house painted in bright pastels. Yet this is the wrong effect desired.

Poly housing should be a pleasant job and face lifting without any grungy, worn-out work. Action has already begun, and by the time the rooms should be pretty colorful around here, says the Cal Poly Foundation office. The houses will be painted cream with maroon trim, with brick, green with dark green trim, and gray with blue trim. No two adjacent houses will be the same color.

Eugene Reshen, Cal Poly Foundation manager, says, "I am very happy to depart from the sometimes 'fellowship-like' paint I found when I came to Poly."

Cooper Heads Cadet Corps

Albert Cooper, former Marine reserve sergeant from Wintonmore, New, leads a list of temporary cadet captains at the University of California Polytechnic College.

Cooper is a senior social science major and will head next year's unit as an installation supervisor.

Robert H. Farmer, Los Angeles, who had been selected with a D.M.D. in S.S., five junior dentists comprised Dr. Barry, Deutschman, Beach; Howard J. Gill, San Luis Obispo; and George L. Erwin, Carbondale. The entire group presented a most outstanding group of papers at the annual meeting.

If You Think Kids Can Go Wild, Take a Look at Their Houses

It may frustrate some parents. It's hard to tell if children's behavior is or isn't a reflection of the wrong camp. But it's the wrong camp if the kids really get mixed up.

A house that has been painted a dull gray for the summer is as likely to have a grungy-looking interior and exterior as a house painted in bright pastels. Yet this is the wrong effect desired.

Poly housing should be a pleasant job and face lifting without any grungy, worn-out work. Action has already begun, and by the time the rooms should be pretty colorful around here, says the Cal Poly Foundation office. The houses will be painted cream with maroon trim, with brick, green with dark green trim, and gray with blue trim. No two adjacent houses will be the same color.

Eugene Reshen, Cal Poly Foundation manager, says, "I am very happy to depart from the sometimes 'fellowship-like' paint I found when I came to Poly."

Dorms De-Maled: Crews Rush Job for Fall Co-eds

With awarding of a contract for $111,600 to the Main Plumbing Service company, the state gave the green light for facilities to accommodate on-campus residence of women students this fall, and preparations were being speeded this week to have everything ready by September.

"Most of the work will be spent for remodeling of dormitories and additions," says Dean Harold O. Wilson, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, and Landscape issues were to Poly's new "Cruel Brot." There will be minor re-modeling of rooms, alteration of bath facilities, new painting, new fixtures, and the remodeling of existing dormitories.

The Health Center will also re-model, to provide a special ward in the building.

"But you should come out and meet Cal Poly players," says Cal Poly sports foreman Will Stinet, "and you'll see why we're playing for the state's Colonial Cup." But you should come out and meet Cal Poly players, We've got 'em in New York, We've got 'em in Los Angeles, We've got 'em in San Francisco, We've got 'em in Portland, We've got 'em in Seattle; and we've got 'em in all parts of the state of Washington, including the city league.

"Cal Poly's going to be on the ball this year," says Cal Poly basketball forward and Captain Joe Sankene, "and you're going to see us at the Olympics team at Los Angeles and come out and root for the team that is composed entirely of Cal Poly players."""
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FOREIGN-CAR AND SPORTS-CAR NEE
FORM RALLY-TIRED-CLIMB CLUB

BY ROY KIRCHHERRMAN
The United States has seen a great influx of sports cars into its boundaries in the last several years. This influx can also be seen at Cal Poly.

For a small college town, San Luis Obispo has many sports cars. They range from Volkswagens to Jaguars in size. There are presently two sports cars clubs.

The El Camino Foreign Car Club is in the swing of the two. The Cal Poly Car Club has just begun and is now getting into the swing of the things.

The El Camino club has 22 cars and is proud of the popularity of the sport. "Con" is 60 members, many of whom are married, and the president is Bill Canavan.

Large Car Array

The El Camino club has a large array of cars. There are four Ferrari, one Corvettes, six Thunderbirds, six Jaguars, seven MG-T's, seven MG-JT's, and one MGR.

The sports car clubs have regular activities every month. These include rallies, time trials, and hill climbs.

The rallies start at a point with a time car following a certain course and marking his time at each point along the route and at the finish. The rest of the cars race to match the times. The closest to the time wins.

Like Drags

Time trials are much like drag races, however, they have current cars and are automatic and straightaway. The best time in a class wins.

Hill climbs involve cars traveling over a hill. The best time in a class also wins.

Role of Ag Teacher
Discussed by Coke
At CATA Confab

BY HELEN STURGES

The role of the agriculture teacher in relation to the nation's current farm problem—the problem of how to feed America—is discussed here by Earl Coke. Coke's address came at the mid-week "Administrative Day" when superintendents and principals from representative areas of the state sat in on the convention's proceedings. They also visited the teachers in touring the campus.

"We've finally reached a point toward which mankind has been striving since time began," Coke told the group. "Our big job is to learn to handle this abundance so as not to destroy what we have established as a basis for agriculture's current growth.

"We have a great influx of sports cars into its boundaries in the last several years. This influx can also be seen at Cal Poly."
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Includes soup, salad, entree, dessert

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

B & J Fountain-Cafe

Open 7-10 a.m., 4-9 p.m. 8-11 p.m. on Thursday

Closed Sunday

785 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo

GREEN BROTHERS

Known for Good Clothing by Poly Students since the turn of the century...-

we stand behind our merchandise
 Manhattan • Pendleton • Crosby Square

BARBECUE GROVE...just on the Association of Operative Millers' 70th anniversary, we feature your chance to enjoy the finest in barbecue as a catered event.

WE HAVE IT!
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Candlight Dance Set For Saturday

First is what is planned as a number of summer campus social activities in an informal social setting. Dance Saturday night in Hillcrest Lodge, sponsored by the College Publications Committee under the direction of Dana Pescher, is the same emphasis for 9 to 11 p.m.

On tap, according to Slevin, are a number of future events including a possible appearance by a movie star. Saturday night's dance is themed "Dance by Candlelight" and there will be no admission. Refreshments will be available.

Summer

Swift's "Tender Fed"
Meats - Packaged for Quick Self Service

Large Open Door Freezer Counter

Corrots, Celery & Other Vegetables
Packaged for Freshness

“Tutti’s”
California Park Grocery

OPEN EVERY DAY

SUNDAYS 1 A.M - 7 P.M.
WEEKDAYS 7 A.M. - 7 P.M.

3 BLOCKS FROM POLY ON CALIF. BLVD.

Now you can get in the all,all-electric Burroughs TEND KEY adding machines

You should see what's happening in adding machines... And if you'll stop or cell, we'll show you... The newest Ten Key of all, the Burroughs, is now available in a choice of colors...
Athletes Summarize Their "I-by-d'ing"

Cal Poly's Physical Education majors' are getting some extra practice on the San Luis Obispo city recreation program this summer.

Some of these seniors playing for the Team 747 are Jim Gilbert, Joe Banker, Jerry McCarthy, Nick Sautter, Jim Wetmore, and Myron Petrick. Most of these players are enrolled for the Men's Indoor, Tong Troubles and Open Track, playing for the Marly Colony, and Don Turner, Jim Pyen, and John Studer, playing for the Haskell Colony.

The article, prepared under the direction of the Institute of Radio Electronics Dept

The college's state-centered location has been the basis for a rich field of study, and the college has made many contributions to the field of engineering. There are many opportunities for students to take advantage of these benefits and to pursue their own interests.

The only acceptable livestock is a pet and must be kept on campus, however, must be used as a hobby, or as a permanent home for the student. The only acceptable livestock "permanent" in fact, the right to be kept on state-owned land as a student pet.

There are many opportunities for students to take advantage of these benefits and to pursue their own interests. All students are encouraged to explore the many possibilities available and to take advantage of the opportunities that are available.

For the persistant Individual, the college is one of the few state-centered locations. The student is not limited to any particular field or subject, and the college is open to all students who are interested in pursuing their own interests.

The college's state-centered location has been the basis for a rich field of study, and the college has made many contributions to the field of engineering. There are many opportunities for students to take advantage of these benefits and to pursue their own interests.